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Context : FOSS = radical change

Society : 
• Contributes to scientific and technological commons;

• Give back to citizens control of strategic technologies

Technology : 
• Changes how software is designed, developed, distributed, sold, 

maintained, customised and taught; from generic infrastructure to 
specialised applications; in more traditional areas, and in the emerging 
embedded and mobile market

Industry/Economy
• Reopens to competition entire sectors of the Economy

• Reduces time to market with software built faster and cheaper

• Reduces cost, and fosters vendor independence in all sectors of activity
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Accompanying FOSS growth
Face the new challenges

• scientifc,

– New scientific and technological problems are brought to the limelight from 
FOSS, with an unprecedented change of scale in software artifact size and 
speed of evolution,

• educational,

– Teach tomorrow's engineers how to develop software in the FOSS environment, 
and help them stay up to date,

– Educate technical and non technical newcomers to FOSS values and principles, 
and include them in the community

• economic,

– Help transfer from academia to industry, and ease bottom-up innovation

– Foster an open ecosystem approach to information technology

See also INRIA's strategic plan

   http://www.inria.fr/valorisation/logiciel%20libre.fr.html

http://www.inria.fr/valorisation/logiciel%20libre.fr.html
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IRILL's goals and ambition

Contribute to all three challenges, and become an internationally 
recognized center on FOSS development, research and 
education.

Three main axes:

• A reference center for safe and reliable FOSS

• Work on the technological breakthroughs our enterprises need

• A reference center for developing new curricula for CS with FLOSS

• Help educating the qualified engineers we all need

• An experimentation platform for FLOSS technology transfer
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IRILL : a place to bind them all

    Developer
Communities

Industries

Research and
   Education

Three communities meet: academia, developers and industry
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R E S E A RC H
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Change of scale
Component size Component number

Over 8 M SLOC Over 20.000 packages

We need measures and tools to scale up



8Open innovation virtous cycles :
the Mancoosi example
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E D U C A T I O N
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Education to FOSS, education with FOSS

Patterson, Mars 2006, Communications of the ACM :

JOIN THE OPEN SOURCE MOVEMENT.

    Most schools teach "write programs from blank sheet of 
paper" programming, of which there is very little real-world 
bearing. A different approach is to leverage high-quality 
examples of the open source movement. [. . . ] Do civil 
engineering students get to contribute to the construction 
of a real bridge in the classroom ? [. . . ] The recruiting 
pitch is to join CS and learn in part by contributing 
immediately to the real world.
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The challenge

• Increasing IT proficiency and education early in education, for everybody
• See Gilles Dowek's talk

• Introducing FOSS and collaboration skills in academia for all :
educating users, enabling them to make a difference

• See Ralf Treinen's talk

• Introducing FOSS in CS Curricula
• See the reports from FTA and Evry

• Adapting CS Curricula 
• See the effort started at http://oscurr.v2.cs.unibo.it/

• Making connections between communities, industries and academy
• What Fossa is all about

• Building the education and collaboration infrastructure (textbooks, forges, 
coordination)

• Recognize and reward quality efforts in Academia in this direction

http://oscurr.v2.cs.unibo.it/
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A challenging challenge

• Setting up this whole process may require 5 to 10 years
– Creating the new curricula (one to two years)
– Getting them adopted and running (one to two years)
– The first students from the new system will come out 3 to 5 years 

later

• We need to jump start some levels to shorten this path
– Specialised Masters in Open Source
– Early connections between all the actors
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